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7STEPS
TO YOUR BEST YEAR EVER
A step-by-step guide to define and achieve your wildest goals 
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“You are the master of your destiny.  You can 
influence, direct and control your own environment.  
You can make your life what you want it to be.”

-Napoleon Hill 
Think and Grow Rich

PURPOSE OF THiS WORKBOOK 
• Outline a straightforward, 7-step process to establish and track goals.

• Create a simple tracking mechanism to keep you focused and motivated.

• Help you achieve aggressive but attainable goals that foster a rewarding and happy life.


iNTRODUCTiON 
Studies have shown that documented (i.e. written and frequently tracked) goals are significantly more likely to be accomplished. 
Too often, we write down our well-intentioned goals and tuck them in a drawer, only to dust the paper off a year later (having 
totally forgotten about our inspirations) and discover we are no closer to achieving any of them.


A plan will help you stop this frustrating cycle of watching goals go unfulfilled, year after year. 


The following process will help you reflect on the past, envision the future, and finally put the wheels into motion! It will enable you 
to execute tasks that build momentum and work to accomplish your wildest goals. These methods will also improve the 
effectiveness of your goal-setting by creating accountability and keeping you motivated.


This workbook is meant to be used for more than just career goals—it is also designed to help you set personal, physical, 
emotional, spiritual, and relationship goals. If you’re ready to change habits in order to gain better control of your life, then we 
suggest that you clear your schedule, turn off your phone and email, print out this workbook, and go to a quiet, distraction-free 
space and get to work!


This is a first and critical step on your journey to a rewarding and happy life.

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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By three methods we may learn wisdom:
First, by reflection - which is the noblest
Second, by imitation - which is easiest
Third, by experience - which is bitterest

-Confucius

PURPOSE 
In this section, we will work toward identifying the pains/pleasures you wish to alleviate/increase this year. Begin by 
reflecting upon last year’s most notable successes and shortcomings.


This is important because reflection is the fuel that keeps us moving forward when our progress stagnates.


Let’s say you need to lose some weight. If you are like most of us, you have lost a few pounds on a diet in the past 
and remember the moment when you finally got your jeans zipped again. What an exhilarating feeling! Also think 
about how uncomfortable and embarrassed you felt at the pool last summer because you didn’t like the way you 
looked in your swimsuit. Use both the positive recollections (the jeans victory) and the negative recollections (the 
swimsuit shame) as motivation when you are tempted to splurge on dessert and cheat on your diet. 


Feel like you’re punching the clock in your family life? Think about the time when you came home early to play

catch with your son. Remember the delight in his eyes? When you start getting pulled into more and more evening 
meetings, remember how much he enjoyed your presence, and use that as the fuel to stay committed to get home 
in time for dinner every night.


Etch these moments in your mind to use as motivation when life pulls you away from your big goals.


http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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WHAT WERE LAST YEAR’S HiGHLiGHTS?

REFLECTiONWORKSHEET
Use the following questions to guide you through reflection.

WHAT MADE YOU MOST PROUD?

WHAT WAS THE MOST EXHiLARATiNG PART OF LAST YEAR?

WHO ELSE WAS PART OF THESE MOMENTS?

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
http://www.justjohncrowley.com
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WHAT WOULD YOUR SPOUSE/CHiLD SAY THEY LEARNED FROM YOU LAST YEAR?

REFLECTiONWORKSHEET

WHAT WAS THE BRAVEST THiNG YOU DiD LAST YEAR?

WHAT WERE LAST YEAR’S LOW LiGHTS?

WHAT KEPT YOU UP AT NiGHT LAST YEAR?

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
http://www.justjohncrowley.com
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WHAT WAS THE MOST EMBARRASSiNG MOMENT OF LAST YEAR? 

REFLECTiONWORKSHEET

DiD YOU LEARN ANY HARD LESSONS?  iF SO, WHAT WERE THEY? 

iF YOU COULD GO BACK iN TiME, WHAT WOULD YOU DO DiFFERENT? HOW WOULD YOU DO iT DiFFERENT?

DID FEAR HOLD YOU BACK iN ANYWAY?

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
http://www.justjohncrowley.com
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WHAT PEOPLE OR ACTiViTiES DRAiNED YOU OF YOUR TiME OR ENERGY?  HOW WiLL YOU ELiMiNATE THESE DRAiNS?

REFLECTiONWORKSHEET

WHAT UNFiNiSHED BUSiNESS MUST YOU ADDRESS BEFORE MOViNG FORWARD THiS YEAR?

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
http://www.justjohncrowley.com
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“A BHAG (pronounced bee-hag, short for Big, Hairy, Audacious, 
Goal) is a huge and daunting goal - like a mountain to climb.  It is 
clear, compelling, and people get it right away.  A BHAG serves 
as a unifying focal point of effort, galvanizing people and creating 
team spirit as people strive toward a finish line.  Like the 1960s 
NASA moon mission, a BHAG captures the imagination and 
grabs people in the gut.”

-Jim Collins 
Good to Great

PURPOSE 
Identify your BHAG, which stands for Big, Hairy, Audacious Goal. This is a long-term, big-picture, emotionally-
compelling goal that seemingly defies logic. Famous examples include:

• Microsoft: Put a computer on every desk and in every home

• Steve Jobs: Put a dent in the universe.

• Elon Musk: Have one million Earthlings living on Mars.


If you think your goal isn’t lofty or complicated enough to be a BHAG, consider how your goal will impact all 
aspects of your life. For example, contemplate how losing 30 pounds would impact your:

• Social life: You’ll be more outgoing, engaging, and open to new relationships.

• Professional life: You’ll be more confident in approaching your boss about a raise and in meeting new prospects.

• Family life: You’ll be able to play sports with your kids.

• Spiritual life: You’ll be more connected with yourself and your being.


Identifying the impact that the realization of your goal will have allows you to more clearly identify your real BHAG. 
So, rather than say “lose 30 pounds” your real BHAG then becomes “to transform my physical being so drastically 
that it impacts all aspects of my life, including my relationships and the lives of those I encounter.”


http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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BHAG’S ARE NOT 

SMART

 11

Specific 
Measurable 
Attainable 
Results-oriented 
Time-bound 
While effective, SMART goals are 
limiting.  How do you set a 
SMART goal to have 1 million 
Earthlings living on Mars?  How 
would you define a timeframe to 
accomplish that goal?  Inevitably, 
whatever timeframe you choose 
will be wrong.  More importantly, 
if it’s going to take 5 years to 
accomplish your SMART goal, 
that is a very long time to wait for 
gratification from accomplishing 
your goal.

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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WHAT DOES THE “PERFECT LiFE” LOOK LiKE TO YOU? 

Use the following questions to guide you through setting your BHAG.

HOW DO YOU WANT TO BE REMEMBERED BY YOUR FAMiLY, FRiENDS, CO-WORKERS OR COMPETiTORS?

WHAT ARE YOUR WiLDEST DREAMS?

WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN TOLD “YOU CAN’T DO” OR “WOULD BE iMPOSSiBLE TO ACCOMPLiSH”?

BHAGWORKSHEET

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
http://www.justjohncrowley.com
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THiNK ABOUT ALL THE AREAS OF YOUR LiFE THAT iMPACT HAPPiNESS - FAMiLY, FRiENDS, PROFESSiONAL, SPiRiTUAL, PHYSiCAL, EMOTiONAL.  WHAT PART OF YOUR 
LiFE COULD USE THE MOST HELP?  iF YOU COULD WORK ON ONLY ONE ASPECT ONLY, WHiCH PART WOULD HAVE THE MOST iMPACT ACROSS OTHER AREAS?

WHAT iS YOUR BHAG?

WHAT COULD HAPPEN iF YOU DON’T ACCOMPLiSH YOUR BHAG?  WHO ELSE WOULD BE NEGATiVELY iMPACTED?

BHAGWORKSHEET

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
http://www.justjohncrowley.com
http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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“A journey of a thousand miles
must begin with a single step”

-Lao Tzu

PURPOSE 
Split your BHAG into smaller, more manageable stories to reduce the overwhelming magnitude of such a

lofty goal. They are called “stories” because when you complete them, you have a great and rewarding story 
to tell—you have something to show, a sense of accomplishment. Each story will be structured like this:  “As 
a (my role), I want (the desire) so that (the rationale).”


Here are two examples: 

• As a healthcare sales professional, I want to exceed my top line goal by 20 percent so that I can buy a four-

bedroom house to meet the needs of my growing family.

• As a father, I want to lose 20 pounds so that my man boobs don’t embarrass my daughters at the beach 

this year.


Create a story for each area of your life where you want to experience change this year. Areas could include: 
personal, physical, emotional, spiritual, relationship, and business.


Building stories is how you build momentum. It is important to celebrate the small wins because they attract 
members to your tribe, create traction, and keep you on

track towards your BHAG.


http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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WHAT ARE YOUR STORiES?

Use this space to breakdown you BHAG into smaller Stories.
STORiESWORKSHEET

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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“You live and die by your ability to prioritize.  You must focus on 
the most important, mission-critical tasks each day and night, 
and then share, delegate or skip the rest.”

-Jessica Jackley 
Founder Kiva 7 & ProFinder

PURPOSE 
Prioritize your stories from the most to the least essential. You do this for two reasons:


1. Prioritizing helps you determine what tasks will have the greatest impact on generating traction and 
subsequent momentum.

2. When time is short or money is low, you can cut lower-priority tasks. This reduces the probability 
that you remove tasks that will negatively impact the trajectory of your BHAG.


This is often one of the most difficult parts of the process. You may find everything seems almost 
equally important and therefore struggle to determine what is non-essential. Use the following questions 
to guide your thoughts.	 


http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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WHiCH STORiES WiLL HAVE THE GREATEST iMPACT ON YOUR BHAG?

Use the following questions as a guide to thinking through prioritizing your Stories.

WHAT STORY DO YOU WANT TO DO THE LEAST?  (THiS IS OFTEN THE MOST iMPORTANT STORY).

WHAT STORY WOULD REQUiRE RECRUiTiNG AND/OR iNVOLViNG AN EXPERT, COACH OR MENTOR?

WHiCH STORY CAN YOU COMPLETE iN THE NEXT HOUR?

PRiORiTiZiNGWORKSHEET

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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PURPOSE 
Now that you’ve identified your top-priority story, let’s break that story down further into manageable to-
do’s.

We are talking about highly specific tasks that you can quickly accomplish, that contribute directly to the 
story, and that engage other people in order to increase traction.


As you define your to-do’s, be sure to quantify them (if applicable) and schedule a time to complete 
them—literally mark time in your calendar to accomplish these tasks, either in Outlook or on your 
phone’s calendar.


“Happiness does not come from doing easy work but from the 
afterglow of satisfaction that comes after the achievement of a 
difficult task that demanded our best.”

-Theodore Isaac Rubin

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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KEYSTO 
SUCCESS

 22

UTiLiZE TiME BUCKETS 
Define to-do’s that are completable within 
a specific and consistent period of time, 
otherwise known as a “time bucket.” 
Design your time buckets to be no shorter 
than one week but no longer than four 
weeks.


The key is to use the same time bucket 
for every to-do. Rather than guess how 
long it will take to accomplish

a task, group the to-do’s together in the 
same time bucket that can be 
accomplished in a consistent timeframe.


You can always add more to-do’s to a 
time bucket, but you shouldn’t change 
the time duration of the buckets 
themselves. As you use this methodology 
repeatedly, you’ll learn how much you can 
accomplish in a given time bucket.


SCRUM METHODOLOGY 
For more on the methodology used to track 
goals, read Scrum: The Art of Doing Twice the 
Work in Half the Time by Jeff Sutherland.  
http://amzn.to/1UfbwBP

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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RECRUiT & iNVOLVE 
Identify and involve other people and/or 
departments needed to contribute to completing 
your tasks. Schedule time to meet and share 
your BHAG with your trusted confidants. Discuss 
how the plan requires their input. There is a 
direct correlation to the number of people 
involved in your BHAG and the probability of 
success.


Not only does developing constituents provide 
additional insight and assistance, but it also 
increases accountability. You’re less likely to lose 
sight of your goals if others are checking in on 
your progress.


FiND A MENTOR 
To greatly increase the probability of success, 
identify a mentor who knows what you want to 
know and solicit this person or people’s 
expertise. Find someone who has been 
successful in your field and ask for their 
assistance.


If the mentor is truly an expert, other people and 
companies are willing to pay for this person’s 
time. The key to a successful mentorship is 
partnership—the

relationship must be a two-way-street. Therefore, 
you need to identify a need or want that the 
mentor will desire in exchange for his/her time 
and expertise.  

KEYSTO 
SUCCESS

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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THE 4P’S TO A 
HEALTHY MENTOR RELATIONSHIP

 24

PROVIDE OPTIONS 
Provide your mentor 
with 3 to 5 specific 
dates and times you 
are available to meet. If 
they are unable to 
meet during one of 
those times, ask for 
specific times they are 
available. Be flexible—
you’re asking for their 
time and expertise, 
which are highly 
valuable commodities. 

PREPARE AN AGENDA
Prior to meeting with a 
mentor, send an email 
outlining the topics 
you’d like to discuss. If 
you are having a 
follow-up to a previous 
meeting, provide a 
brief overview of the 
actions you’ve taken 
and any successes or 
failures. Mentors are 
rooting for you to 
succeed, and they 
want to hear about the 
wins and 
disappointments.


PREEMPTIVELY SCHEDULE 
Before wrapping up 
the meeting, schedule 
your next meeting. 
Mentors are busy, and 
their schedules fill up 
quickly. By getting the 
meeting on the books, 
you set a cadence for 
success.

PROVE VALUE
You need to research 
your mentor and know 
their hot buttons. If you 
haven’t identified what 
you can provide of 
value before meeting 
them, ask how you can 
return the favor. It may 
be as simple as 
providing a LinkedIn 
recommendation or 
sending a handwritten 
thank-you note.


http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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WHAT 3 ACTiONS MUST YOU TAKE TO MOVE YOUR TO-DO FROM “iN-PROGRESS” TO “DONE”?  WHO CAN HELP?  WHEN WILL YOU DO iT?  QUANTiFY iF POSSiBLE.

As you think through the tasks, ask yourself the following questions;

WHO CAN YOU SPEAK WiTH THAT HAS DONE THiS BEFORE?  WHAT STEPS DO YOU NEED TO TAKE TO MEET WITH THEM?

WHO ARE THE EXPERTS iN THiS SPACE?  HOW CAN YOU CONNECT WiTH THEM? 

WHAT RESOURCES (WEBSiTES, BOOKS, ViDEOS, ETC) CAN YOU CONSUME TO EDUCATE YOURSELF ON HOW TO ACCOMPLiSH YOUR GOAL?

TO-DO’SWORKSHEET

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
http://www.justjohncrowley.com
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WHAT ARE YOU WiLLiNG TO DO TO ACQUiRE THE KNOWLEDGE NEEDED TO ACCOMPLiSH YOUR GOAL? ARE YOU WiLLiNG TO GET UNCOMFORTABLE, BE VULNERABLE 
AND DO WHATEVER iT TAKES TO GET WHAT YOU NEED?  

As you think through the tasks, ask yourself the following questions;

WHAT HABiT OR ROUTiNE DO YOU NEED TO CHANGE OR DEVELOP TO HELP ACCOMPLiSH YOUR TO-DO’S AND/OR STORiES?  (iE:  QUiT TV, GO TO BED EARLIER, WAKE 
UP EARLiER, SCHEDULE TiME FOR STRATEGY OR DEFiNE TiME LiMiTS ON LOW ROi TASKS SUCH AS EMAiL) HABiTS ARE HARD TO CHANGE SO BEGiN WITH JUST ONE.  

TO-DO’SWORKSHEET

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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PURPOSE 
You’ve spent your valuable time and effort thinking thorough your vision and capturing it in this 
workbook. Now it’s time to implement a system for visualizing and tracking your BHAG, stories, and to-
do’s. 


All too often, we set out with great intentions but lose focus as life pulls us in different directions. It’s too 
easy to fold this workbook up, tuck it in a drawer, and never refer to it again.


A proven way to map and track your progress is to use a scrum board (a wall, mirror, or poster board) 
and cover it with post-it notes (see page 29). As you begin working on your stories and executing to-
do’s, the scrum board provides a visual depiction of your progress.


Another great way to keep goals top-of-mind is to create a PowerPoint or Keynote slide and save it as a 
photo (in the form of a jpeg file). Use that file as your screen saver and/or computer background for a 
constant reminder of your goals.


“Map out your future - but do it in pencil.  The road ahead is as 
long as you make it.  Make it worth the trip.”

-Jon Bon Jovi

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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SCRUMBOARD

 29

Write your BHAG here

Use a Post-It  
for each Story

Story 
2

To-Do 
4

To-Do 
2

Story 
1

Story 
3

Story 
4

To-Do 
5

To-Do 
6

To-Do 
3

To-Do 
1

Story 
5

Story 
7

To-Do 
7

Story 
6

STORIES TO-DO’S IN-PROGRESS DONE

Use a Post-It  
for each To-Do

Move To-Do’s 
here when you 
begin

Move Stories & To-
Do’s here when 
complete

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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PURPOSE 
1. Acting now develops traction.

2. Acting now builds momentum.


Look at your top-priority task and do one thing that will start moving you in the direction of completing 
it. Determine an action you can take right now to make your dream visible. Get the person you have 
enlisted as a co-pilot for your journey to take that step with you.


This is the most important step of the entire process. By taking action, you begin to develop traction. If 
possible, engage someone, tell them about your goal, or reach out to others for help. By involving 
others, not only do you tap into their experiences, but you also create personal accountability.


“Never leave the site of a goal without taking some form of 
positive action toward it’s attainment.”

-Tony Robbins

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED 
Change is inevitable—which means you 
will have to course-correct on your 
journey. Fall in love with your vision, not 
the plan . . . because it will change. The 
key to dealing with change is early 
detection: identify early on what areas/
steps need adjustments and then act 
quickly and decisively.


EXECUTiON iS ALL THAT MATTERS 
Be unrelenting in your pursuit of tasks 
that are meaningful—those actions that 
move the needle. Avoid menial busy work 
that gives the appearance of being 
productive such as checking email and 
organizing your desk, office, or car. Tim 
Ferriss says we should, “Focus on being 
productive instead of busy.”


A GOOD TEAM BEATS A GREAT iNDiViDUAL 
Engage and involve people that bring you up, 
and disengage those that bring you down. As 
Jim Rohn said, “You are the average of the 
five people you spend the most time with.”

KEYSTO 
SUCCESS

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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TO-DO’SCREATE TRACTiON 
STORiESBUiLD MOMENTUM 
BHAG’SCHANGE YOUR LiFE

Congratulations on completing the first step in mastering your destiny. 
Now, go execute! 

Tell me about your progress at www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com

http://www.KnuckleDraggingSales.com
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